ON THE STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN SEMI-GROUPS OF SPHERICAL KNOT CLASSES
By BARRY MAZUR § l. Introduction.
The problem of classification of A-sphere knots in r-spheres is the problem of classifying "knot pairs": S==(S,, 83), where Sg is an oriented combinatorial r-sphere, Si a subcomplex ofSg (isomorphic to a standard A-sphere), and the pair S is considered equivalent to S' (S^S') if there is a combinatorial orientation-preserving homeomorphism of Si onto S[ bringing 83 onto Sg.
Thus it is the problem of classifying certain relative combinatorial structures. The set of all such, for fixed k and r, will be called 2^, and can be given, in a natural manner, the structure of a semi-group. There is a certain sub-semi-group of 2^ to be singled out -the semi-group S^ of all pairs S = (S^, 83) where S^ is smoothly imbedded in Sg (locally unknotted).
In this paper I shall define a notion of equivalence (which I call *-equivalence) between knot pairs which is (seemingly) weaker than the equivalence defined above.
Two knot pairs S and S 7 are *-equivalent if (again) there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism 9 : Sg-^Sg bringing S^ onto S{. However 9 is required to be combinatorial (not on all of Sg, as before, but) merely on S^Sg-Q^, . . .,^J, where p^ . ..^eSg, where S^ is considered as an open infinite complex. Thus *-equivalence neglects some of the combinatorial structure of the pair (S^, Sg). The set of all *-equivalence classes of knot pairs forms a semi-group again, called *2^.
Finally the subsemi-group of smoothly imbedded knots in "S^ I call *S^. The purpose of this paper is to prove a generalized knot theoretic restatement of lemma 3 in [i].
INVERSE THEOREM: A knot S^ is invertible if and only if it is ^-trivial.
And in application, derive the following fact concerning the structure of the knot semi-groups:
There are no inverses in "S^. My general use of combinatorial topology terms is as in [2] . It is clear what is meant by the "usual" or "standard" imbedding of a A-sphere or a A-cell in E^ Similarly an unknotted sphere or disc in E r means one that may be thrown onto the usual by a combinatorial automorphism of ED EFINITION i. Let M^ be a subcomplex (a A-manifold) ofE^ Then M* is locally unknotted at a point m (weM) if the following condition is met with: 1) There is an r-simplex A/' drawn about m so that A^McSt^), and A^M is then a A-cell B^cA', and ^cBA'.
2) There is a combinatorial automorphism of A^ sending B^ onto the "standard A-cell in A^5. M is plain locally unknotted if it is locally unknotted at all points.
Semi-Groups:
All semi-groups to be discussed will be countable, commutative, and possess zero elements. Clearly, if a positive semi-group F possesses a minimal base, that minimal base has to be precisely the set of primes in F, and F has the property that every element is expressible as a finite sum of primes. There is a standard additive structure that can be put on 2^, the set of combinatorial A:-sphere knots in E r (two A-sphere knots are equivalent if there is an orientationpreserving combinatorial automorphism of E r bringing the one knot onto the other). (For details see [2] ).
I shall outline the procedure of "adding two knots" So, S^. Separate So and Sb y a hyperplane H (possibly after translating one of them). Take a A-simplex A, from each S^, z==o, i. And lead a "tube" from \ to \ (by "thickening" a polygonal arc joining a point poe\ to p^\, which doesn't intersect the S, except at A,). Then remove the A, and replace them by the tube T=S fc-l X I, where one end, S*"" 1 X o is attached to 8\ by a combinatorial homeomorphism, and the other S^" 1 X i is attached to ^Ai similarly. The resulting knot is called the sum: So + S^, and its knot-equivalence class is unique. If one added the point at infinity to E^ to obtain S^ the hyperplane H would become an unknotted S"^ cS^ separating the knot SQ + S^ into its components SQ and Sp In analytic fashion, then, we can say that a A-sphere knot ScS r is split by an S r-l cS r if:
1) S^^S is an unknotted (k-i)-sphere knot in S.
2) y~1 is unknotted in S\ 3) S^nS is unknotted in S This operation of addition, discussed in the previous section, turns S^ into a commutative semi-group with zero. Our object is to study the algebraic structure of the subsemi-group S^cS^ of locally unknotted A-sphere knots. Let *2^ be the semi-group of classes of spherical knots under *-equivalence. Let G^cS^ be the maximal subgroup of 2^, that is: the subgroup ofinvertible knots. Take f^g^f'g, and/has the properties required, and is a (»)-homeomorphism. Therefore, by the above lemma, Thus, restrict/to A, and extend/I A to a combinatorial automorphism g ofE^ This g yields the equivalence S^o. Therefore, assume S^o, and peS. Let B be a small r-cell about p, so that C == BnS is in St(^), and hence an unknotted A-cell, by the local unknottedness ofS. aBnS==^C and 8C is unknotted in ^B.
Let/be the (^)-homeomorphism taking S onto the standard S JC . Now let D be an unknotted disc, the image of a perturbation ofy(C) with the properties: i)3(/(C))=aD; ii) int Dcint B ; iii)/(^D; iv) the knot K^DL^-^C)) is still trivial. 
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Let X,, z == i, . . ., be knots representing the classes ^ e Z^. Define S, X,. to be the i==i infinite one point compactified sum of the knots X,, in that order (figure 5).
•^o Fig-5 
As it stands, X == S, X^ will not represent a knot in 2^, because X is not combina- Let B be a ball about p' such that BnY is a disc in St(p'), and by the local unknottedness ofY, ^B splits Y into two knots, Y == Y^ + Y (2) where Y^cB is trivial, and Y^/Yg. Now transform the situation by H~1. Let B^H"""^), and we have that W ^-splits X into: x^x^+xâ nd H yields the *-equivalences:
Find an i so large that A,cint B\ Then BA, splits X w further: x^^x^+xŵ here X^ is the part of X^ lying in A,. But then, by figure 6, X^ is nothing more than:
